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NETWORK�

Solana

ABOUT�

MixMob: Racer 1 is a racing card battle strategy game in its Closed Beta stage as of
April 25, 2023. The game combines the racing elements of Mario Kart with the
card-based strategy and resource management of Clash Royale.
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GAMEPLAY MECHANICS�

Players use experimental
Alpha Bots for racing and
manage their card decks.
Each card has unique
attributes and can be
used strategically during
the race. The game
supports both PvP and
PvE modes and also has a
Spectator Mode for users
to watch live races and
place bets.

GAME TYPE�

P2E racing-theme card strategy battle game to full MMO.

QUALITY�

Browser based game currently under development by a team that has worked with
Microsoft, Valve, Disney, Lego, Xbox, PlayStation and more.
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TARGET AUDIENCE�

MixMob mashes music, fashion, art, and movies into one metaverse
game on remix culture.

ANON TEAM�

Fully Doxxed.
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USE CASE OF TOKEN�

SUD$ serves as the primary in-game currency in MixMob: Racer 1, fueling the
in-game economic activity. It plays a pivotal role in matters such as Arena entrance
fees, reaping Arena rewards, and placing predictions on races.

TOKENOMICS� �MASKONOMICS�

Masks in MixMob game are valuable due to their unique benefits tied to their rarity.
Rarity of masks can be checked on an online platform:
https://moonrank.app/collection/mixmob

- Masks provide access to 30,000,000 MXM tokens �3% of total supply) from
MixMob’s IDO.

- Tokens are distributed via:
- 5,000,000 MXM tokens will be airdropped to Gen0 Mask holders with a

6-month linear vesting schedule - 1,000 MXM tokens per Gen0 Mask.
- 25,000,000 MXM tokens will be available via a Staking Club Program,

which also offers exclusive Loot Boxes containing tokens and seasonal
accessories. Members need to stake their mask(s) for 1 year – there will
be a maximum of 5,000 MXM tokens distributed per mask. The
distribution of the 5,000 MXM tokens will be randomly on a per Lootbox
basis every month throughout the year.

- Owning a mask provides access to MixMob NFT DAO, enabling mask holders
to vote on which NFTs should be purchased.

- 30% of MixMob’s 5% mask fees are permanently allocated to fund the MixMob
NFT DAO.

- Principle of mask ownership is one mask equals one vote
- Mask owners gain access to exclusive Discord channels via Grape Protocol
- Mask owners receive early access to new game slices and modes.
- Mask owners can also receive art airdrops.
- Masks serve as a player’s visual identity within the game.
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NFTS�

Yes, in the form of Gen0 Masks. Gen0 Masks have different traits categorized as
Common/Uncommon, Rare, Legendary, and Mythic.

NFT USE CASE�

Gen0 Masks are used to
unlock avatars and identities
in the game. They also
provide exclusive access to
games and tournaments,
membership to in-game
season passes, participation
in staking programs, and
bonuses of in-game
currency among other
utilities.

SPECIAL NFTS�

Masks harnessing the power
of a mysterious element
called Glitch.

ENTRY BARRIERS�

Players need to have a
Web3 wallet like Phantom and Solana tokens in the wallet. Experience with
browser-based Web3 wallets is necessary.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY�

MixMob: Racer 1 is an exciting closed beta racing card battle strategy game built on
the Solana network. It combines the thrill of racing with strategic gameplay
involving card decks. The game has its in-game token, SUD$, and includes unique
Gen0 Mask NFTs that players can use to unlock avatars and various other game
features. The game is browser-based and requires players to have Solana tokens
and a Web3 wallet to participate.
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